
Checklist:

The Data You Need for the 
Perfect Sales One-on-One



Key Metrics

"The one-on-one can be 

a tricky affair. 

 

However, if armed with 

the right performance 

data and visibility, the 

one-on-one transcends 

into a slick, data-fuelled 

encounter that leaves no 

stone unturned.

 

Here we give you 

Kluster's data checklist 

for the perfect sales one-

on-one."

 

Rory Brown

Co-Founder & CCO

Kluster

1. Revenue Vs. Target

What is it: Performance against target over time
 
Why you need it: Visualise how your salespeople are tracking against 
target and how regularly they are hitting their monthly goal

2. Pipeline Generation
What is it: New pipeline generation against target over time
 
Why you need it: Understanding the consistency with which your 
salespeople are creating the right volume of pipeline is a significant 
indicator of success

4. Pipeline Growth

What is it: Total open pipeline at the beginning of each sales period 
over time
 
Why you need it: This is the greatest visual of what "mode" your 
salesperson's business is in. If this is growing, you can expect 
increasing results. If it is flat, they have reached capacity (or put their 
feet up!) If pipeline size is in decline, this is far more serious

5. Funnel Stage Conversions

What is it: The conversion rate between each stage of the sales 
funnel and the monthly trend of each
 
Why you need it: Getting to the bottom of your salesperson's main 
bottlenecks is key to directing your sales enablement and coaching

3. Pipeline Coverage
What is it: Future pipeline that is booked for each sales period 
against target (see no. 10 for more on target)
 
Why you need it: Pipeline creation is one thing, but ensuring it is 
booked and spread evenly across months will bolster 
revenue consistency

Top tip:

It's useful to think of each 

salesperson as having their 

own business. In this 

business, they're the CEO, 

accountable for the daily 

running, output and 

performance.

6. Key Prospecting Event to Opportunity 
Created Conversion
What is it: This could be a demo, meeting or diagnosis call. The last 
pivotal event prior to an opportunity being created and how many 
convert into an opportunity
 
Why you need it: Early warning is the aim of the game. The higher up 
the sales funnel you can understand if they are falling short, the 
greater impact your intervention will have



Key Metrics

What is it: In reference to no. 3, this shows the % conversion of all 
pipeline that was intended to close in a sales period. This offers the 
real picture since many deals remain open after the month closes 
and are not closed off
 
Why you need it: To truly understand the health of your 
salesperson's business, this metric removes "opportunity close date 
mismanagement" from the equation, making it more reliable for 
setting pipeline targets

11. Pipeline Win Rate

8. Average Deal Value
What is it: The average value of all opportunities that were won
 
Why you need it: Understanding the prices that your salesperson is 
agreeing depicts their confidence and ability to articulate value

10. Average Stage Tenancy
What is it: The average length of time your salespeople's 
opportunities spend in any given stage
 
Why you need it: The slowest parts of their sales funnel will provide 
evidence of where their control weakens or where value drops out of 
the conversation

What is it: The number of days it takes on average for a new 
opportunity to close won
 
Why you need it: Speed will tell you about your salesperson's 
command over their sales process and their ability to drive urgency

9. Average Value of Opportunity Added
What is it: The average value of deals that your salespeople are 
adding to the pipeline
 
Why you need it: Compared to no. 8, this will depict whether your 
salespeople are hunting the same types of opportunities as they 
typically win. This could also signify that a salesperson has shifted 
focus to larger or smaller deals

7. Average Sales Cycle



Data Optionality

For this checklist to be truly engaging and actionable, granularity is an 
important consideration. 
 
Each of the above (where relevant) should be split into:

Monthly

Weekly

Quarterly

Annual

Different granularity will offer greater detail into why a trend exists. For 
example, monthly inconsistencies can be smoothed over when reported 
quarterly. 
 
However, it is the monthly inconsistencies that tell the true story of what 
is going on. Same goes here for weekly and monthly, quarterly and 
annually and so on. 

Trends Over Time

Being able to see how a metric changes over time is critical 
to development. 
 
Arm yourself with a tool like Kluster to visualise changing metrics and 
uncover trends. 
 
You will then see how, and if, behaviour change is having an actual effect 
on results.

Comparison

Having these data points available at different levels and across different 
intersections is the next step.
 
Here are some examples of questions you might want to ask:

How does Gail's conversion rate compare to the team?

Which products does Amir sell the fastest? 

Who has created the most pipeline for our newest region?

So then, it would be sensible to assume we need all these 
metrics across:

Salesperson

Team(s)

Opportunity type (New Business, Upsell, Renewals)

This will afford suitable opportunity for comparison that will bolster the 
importance of metrics and how they trend.

https://www.kluster.com/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=one-on-one-checklist


Join the community of Sales and 
Sales Ops Leaders driving change

Kluster makes forecasting, pipeline management and reporting 
simple, accurate and efficient. 

 
Our AI-driven SaaS Platform delivers predictive insights through 

advanced sales analytics. 
 

So you can empower your sales teams with the insights to 
anticipate performance and drive revenue consistency. 

Request a demo

or learn more

"Kluster tells us what we need to action today to influence outcome. The live insight ensures our 
salespeople are taking the right actions, driving revenue but also driving consistency. 

It's completely changed the way we manage the team."
 

Dave McGrath, Sales Director, Kantar Media

https://resource.kluster.com/request-a-demo?utm_source=website&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=one-on-one-checklist
https://www.kluster.com/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=one-on-one-checklist

